15th November 2013

ICON FOR THE YEAR OF FAMILY PRAYER 2013-2014

This icon is a mixture of traditional Byzantine and contemporary iconographic styles.

It is most unusual to find a depiction in either Eastern or Western Rite art, of such expressions of tenderness between Mary, Joseph and the child Jesus.

This icon uses a circular shape to enclose the figures in a circle of love: a circle being a symbol of eternity.

Mary and Joseph are the background figures to Jesus who is at the centre of the icon. He is a child, but depicted as a small adult, his hand raised in blessing; his two fingers indicating that he is both human and divine. He looks straight ahead at the viewer who encounters his gaze, inviting a response of thanks and love.

The holiness of the figures is indicated by their haloes and by their robes. Jesus and Mary are dressed in imperial robes and colours to highlight their status as Son of God and Mother of God.

The Greek letters on the icon also point to their holiness:
Upper Left: Theotokos - God Bearer (Mother of God)
Upper Right: O Agios Joseph - Saint Joseph
Centre Right: IC XC - Jesus Christ
Inside halo: O WN (Ho On) - He Who Is - The Being

The icon weaves together the human and divinewithin a contemporary artwork in the classical icon tradition.
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USE OF ICON AND COPYRIGHT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Permission has been received from The Studio of John the Baptist in Auckland, New Zealand, for the Diocese of Sale to use the image for promotion of Family Evangelisation.

A copyright fee has been paid for use of the image but that copyright remains with the studio and therefore the diocese must be careful that the image is not transferred to third parties or used for purposes other than which it was originally intended. This is especially so relating to its possible use on items which may be sold, in which case our copyright agreement would be breached.

The image may be used on prayer cards, posters, parish bulletins etc relating to the Year of Family Prayer but in all cases, copyright acknowledgement.

If you wish to use this image for promoting an event for the Year of Family Prayer, please seek permission first from the Diocesan Pastoral Office (contact details above).

SUGGESTED ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:

Icon image © Studio of John the Baptist, Auckland, New Zealand

The studio has asked that if possible, its logo and web address www.sacredart.co.nz could be included in the acknowledgement of the image.